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21 Turned red after
suppressing rage (3)

3 Give up one sport
for another (10)

16 Provoke a fellow to
risk disaster (3,3,2)

5 Agreed with time out
after date flirted (7)

22 Sickness? Try
sailing manoeuvres
(10)

9 Patriarch and wise
man, each taking
sides (5)

25 Order to infiltrate
left wing with
renewed energy (9)

4 What happens if
Planet America
escapes alien
blockades? (5)

17 He comes up with
jab and upper cut,
ending round in front
(8)

10 Embracing European
fascist party's past in
Germany (9)

26 In Laos, does bet as
debt is cancelled for
free? (5)

5 Fed up with
wondering if leader's
been deleted, as
Guardian is? (9)

19 Butt gets kicked
around middle of
room (6)

11 Occupant of a tin
bath in difficulties
(10)

27 Burnt affected parts
with uranium,
absorbing roentgens
(7)

Across
1 When inebriated he
lacks restraint (7)

12 A feeling that is
overwhelming
starting to rise (3)
14 On trial, professional
gangster admits
detonating mine (12)
18 Horror movie as
indexed in Fantasy
and Science Fiction,
perhaps? (6,6)

28 Problem with
stockings - they can
let you down (7)
Down

6 It may help to relax
while holding your
breath (4)
7 'Start working with
computers?' I
scoffed (8)
8 Oddly upset about
egg contaminated
with grit (8)

1 Secretively take a
drink (6)

13 Get towed around
lake, getting wet and
dirty (10)

2 Yank centre of
washing lines
sharply (6)

15 Alienated fly-half
takes risk, switching
sides (9)

20 Judge Jenny,
perhaps? (6)
23 Where even my
word starts to echo
like song (5)
24 Hit back hard, or
walk (4)

